Updates and News

Hello Everyone!

Wow, it's July! Where has the year gone?
It only seems a few months ago that I was telling you about our 2022, 12
Days of Christmas Pack and now it's only a few months until it ships. I
guess when you are busy, time flies.
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We are currently working on winding our silks for the Autumn Seasonal
pack and Madi has been busy wrapping parcels for our 12 Days packs. We
have nearly 1/2 of them wrapped and ready. Jaime is busy working on
other little bits and pieces for you and I'm working on another component
of the packs. We do still have a few packs not spoken for if anyone is
interested in those.
There is still time to subscribe to the rest of our Seasonal packs for this
year. The Autumn pack will ship in September. Prices are US$40 or
AUD$55 per pack plus shipping. Each pack contains 6 x 45 metre mini
hanks and the quantity of silk in these packs would retail for approx US$70,
so these packs are definitely value for money.
Seasonal Pack - Summer
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Jaime's Colour of the Month for July - PR192 is a deep burnt Caramel
colour. You will find it in our 3 stores, with a 20% discount for 1 week,
ending on Monday, July 11th.
You can find the links to our store on our website at silks4u.net

The best selling colours this Month are....
Top Left - PR187, Top Right - PR180, Bottom Left - PR181 and Bottom
Right - PR178
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Silks4U Clubs
We have vacancies in our Colour of the Month Club and a very short
waiting list now for our Silk of the Month Club. If you would like to join
either, just email me silks4u@iinet.net.au and we can set up your
subscription. Price of the monthly packs are US$21 or AUD$27.50 and
the price includes shipping.
Below are images of some of our previous Silk of the Month Clubs. You
can read more about these, or any of our clubs on our website silks4u.net .
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We have a new competition running on our Silks4u Facebook page this
month. You can enter to win your own custom hank of silk, so head
along to Facebook to check that one out.

Thank you to all those wonderful customers who shopped with us
during June. Everyone who placed an order over $50 was added to the
draw to win a $100 gift card. Our winner was drawn on July 1st and our
lucky winner was Rosemary R. Congratulations Rosemary!

That's it for this month. If you have questions about anything above,
anything Silks4U related or have any comments to make, please don't
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hesitate to email me at silks4u@iinet.net.au
All the best!
Jo, Jaime and Madi.
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